Siyabuswa Campus

1 - Classrooms, Biology and Science Laboratories
2 - Language and Media Laboratories, Library
3 - Art Studio
4 - Experience Studios
5 - Lecture Halls
6 - Lecture Halls
7 - Didactics Laboratories
8 - Administration
9 - Assembly Hall
10 - Agricultural Science Laboratories, Offices and Teaching
11 - Gatehouse
12 - Teachers Training
13 - Phalanx
14 - Ablutions
15 - Parking Garage
16 - Displaced Hostel
17 - Mashemong Hostel
18 - Enqabeni Hostel
19 - Naape Monare Hostel
20 - Student Cafeteria
21 - Ntokozweni Hostel
22 - Nofanezile Hostel
23 - Emthonjeni Hostel
24 - Utilities
25 - Ablutions